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Traditional Platform Timber Framed Construction: 



CLT Cross Laminated Timber



TF















Timber Frame construction (platform)

















CLT 



CLT
in plane 

stabilized and 
self-reinforced structural wood



it comes in panels:

from small:

to large ones 
even pre-cut…



Production:

…

Vacuum press:

Mechanical press:





 from 3 to 9 ply

 from 51 to 360 mm

E0 = 11000 N/mm2

E90 = 370 N/mm2

CLT



Uibel, Blaß –
Determining Spacings and Distances for 
Screws by Experimental and Numerical 
Studies

New millennium
• Self-tapping screws:



…very effectively connected panels!







Screws at 
corner 
joints

Screws at 
joints between 
walls

Vertical joints 
between panels with 
LVL and screws

Connection to the 
base with holdown
anchors at corners 
and at openings and 
steel angles









After 2 days of work

After 6 days of work

After 4 days of work

After 10 days of work



Wall and floor composition



Wall and floor composition



Technological installations



CLT panels are intended to be used as floors…



or walls and beams…



Woodtek HQ, Taiwan



some “European” examples of CLT buildings



Castelrotto: the first 7 storey cross-lam building in Europe has been built in year 2000
in Italy, Trentino-Alto Adige region (Rasom WT, CLT supplier KLH). 

Italy,
year 2000
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Timber Structures





The CLT structure comfortably achieved the required fire 
resistance. The structural engineer allowed for charring to 
achieve 60-minutes fire resistance and achieved 90-minutes 
fire resistance by adding plasterboard.



C.A.S.E. l’Aquila (IT),
the 2009 big quake in 
Central Italy







Bridport House in London
When Bridport House in London was constructed in 2011, it 
was the largest contemporary timberbuilt apartment block in 
the world. The CLT construction was completed in 12 weeks, by 
four skilled laborers and one supervisor.

Karakusevic Carson Architects



Auditorium de l’Aquila (Italy), arch. Renzo Piano
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Located near the historical city center of Florence.

6 Storey residential CLT Buildings in Florence
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6 Storey residential CLT Buildings in Florence

Owner and architectural design:

CLT Structural design:

Builder:SOCIAL HOUSING 
COMPANY OF 
FLORENCE
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6 storey CLT & 1RC+3CLT storey 
public residential building

39+6=45 apartments 

6 Storey residential CLT Buildings in Florence
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6 storey building construction time: 4.5 months

6 Storey residential CLT Buildings in Florence



Via Cenni, in Milano, Italy (arch. F. Rossi-Prodi)



Progetto: Prof. Arch. Fabrizio Rossi Prodi - MILANO - VIA CENNI







Opera Universitaria Trento,
Italy (arch. M. Scartezzini) 

























Banyan Wharf, London, Uk



Finland,
8 floors 
OOPEAA
architects



Paris, St. Denis, France
Bureau d’etudes Arpente
CLT supplier KLH 





Catania, Italy, Scuola Empedocle, Costyedil Timber Wood



Milano, university degli studi Milano – Bicocca
15 floors







Amsterdam, team V architectuur

…recently, Arup was selected to develop ‘HAUT’, a project in 
development which — at 21 floors — would become the 
highest wooden residential building in the world21 floors 



Stockolm, Anders-Berensson architects 

40 storeys CLT buiding



In 2016 PLP Architecture proposes London's first wooden skyscraper

80 storey, 300 metre high timber building !

“London’s first timber skyscraper could be a step closer to 
reality as city engineers are finalizing their evaluation of a 
conceptual plans for an 80-storey, 300-meter high wooden 
building integrated within the Barbican” (Homeland Security 
News Wire April 2017)



Eurocode 8: seismic actions



A - the building weight is modest 
compared to a similar-shape reinforced building ( ≈ 1/3 ÷ 1/4) 

B - the total energy input at the base of the building is dissipated 
within the structure prior its collapse

So, how come?
before                                             during                            after the quake



a wood structure is 
ligther than an 
“equivalent” 
reinforced concrete 
structure

• A, Wood structure self weight: 120 tons

• B, Reinforced concrete structure self weight: 600 tons

• C, Additional permanent weight + service load: 150 tons

• ratio B+C/A+C ≈ 3

A

e.g.



the total energy 
input at the base of 
the building is 
dissipated

• by plastic deformations within 
mechanical connections…

B

e.g.

before the quake after the quake…



energy is dissipated
e.g.

by friction within elements…





NB: the area of the “hysteresis” cycles measures the quantity of dissipated energy

energy is dissipated
e.g.
by plastic deformation of mechanical connections …



wood has been successfully used 
for high-rise buildings in very high 
intensity seismic zones

Japan China 





Portugal





Turkey 

(photo: Diskaya, H.)



By courtesy of R. Langenbach



By courtesy of R. Langenbach



Dolomites houses, Northern Italy
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Laboratory tests on Dolomites houses walls…



M5





numerical tests on Dolomites houses walls…



Building Vulnerability can be evaluated in a quantitively way

to facilitate the preservation of the Building Heritage



recent experience…









by M.Yasumura



by M.Yasumura









TF



CLT



E-Defense Miki testing laboratories, October 2005



Trentino

Trentino land      0.62 M ha

Trentino FOWL   0.34 M ha

Share of FOWL  55 %

FOWL - Forest and Other Wooded Land

Amount of timber felled annually 100 000 m3 

Capacity of sustainable exploitation 500 000 m3





SEISMIC TESTS IN MIKI (JP) 2007, OCT 23



CLT seven storey building design



ADDITIONAL LOAD ON FLOORS 150 t





connections





E-Defense Miki testing laboratories, October 2007



Low Residual Deformations:

Before After  all quakes



re-thinking seismic design…

F1
Grand prix de Belgique 2012



Resilience, the new challenge in earthquake engineering

The motto of the Conference was: 

Resilience

Santiago Chile , 2017

This motto means that the actual seismic design criteria of 
“safety of life” requesting that buildings do not collapse must be replaced by

codes that allow cities to continue operating in few days
avoiding  to evacuate millions of people of a mega-city. 



As a civil engineer 
I would never say that a construction material is better than an 
other material, but I can for sure say that:

with wood this target - resilience - is reachable 
at very competitive costs in comparison 

to traditional materials!



FIRE TEST IN TSUKUBA (JP) MARCH 2007











1000 C

20 C





250 cubic meters of wood were used to build 
the sofie building

growing time in trentino forest:

2 hours !



250 Picea abies seeds…



oops…  this is the END!

Thank you!


